Flordon
Suspended

Overview

The Flordon LED suspended luminaire is an effective and elegant luminaire suitable for various applications such as communal and reception areas.

A circular aluminium profile incorporates highly efficient LEDs and an opal diffuser specifically designed to give a high lumen output, whilst achieving an even light distribution along with both a direct only or direct/in-direct optic.

The range incorporates two sizes with three finishes as standard and both 3000K and 4000K colour temperatures are available making the luminaire suitable for most commercial applications.

Options

- For aluminium finish suffix /ALM
- For white finish suffix /WHI
- For black finish suffix /BLK
- For DALI dimmable suffix /DIM
- For grey gear housing suffix /GRY
- For black gear housing suffix /BLK

i.e. LUXFLOR/9880/4/ALM/DIM = Flordon Led suspended, 9880lm, 4k, Aluminium c/w DALI.

Part No. | W | Lm | Lm/W | CCT
---|---|---|---|---
LUXFLOR/4741/3 | 48 | 4741 | 99 | 3000k
LUXFLOR/4936/4 | 48 | 4936 | 103 | 4000k
LUXFLOR/6516/3 | 69 | 6516 | 94 | 3000k
LUXFLOR/6820/4 | 69 | 6820 | 99 | 4000k
LUXFLOR/6734/3 | 69 | 6734 | 98 | 3000k
LUXFLOR/7052/4 | 69 | 7052 | 102 | 4000k
LUXFLOR/9438/3 | 100 | 9438 | 94 | 3000k
LUXFLOR/9438/3 | 100 | 9438 | 94 | 4000k

Key Features

- IP20 suitable for internal environments
- Impact rating of IK04
- Efficacy of up to 103lm/W
- Nominal life-time of 50,000 h (L80/B20)
- Colour stability with 3 step MacAdam
- High colour rendering index CRI > 80

Please note Due to the continuous development in LED technology, specification values may change and we reserve the right to amend the details without prior notification.